GENERAL AGREEMENT ON
TARIFFS AND TRADE
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Balance-of-payment restrictions, Consultations, Reports and Procedures

Belgian import restrictions
Belgian tax (allocation familiale)
Brazilian internal taxes
Budget for 1953 and administrative arrangements

Ceylon application under Article XVIII

Chairman, election of, and Vice-Chairman

Committee on Agenda and Intersessional Business, reappointment of

Consolidated Schedules, Legal Status

Consular Formalities, I.C.C. proposal

Consultations under Articles XII:4(b) and XIV:1(g) on discriminatory application of import restrictions

Council of Europe proposal for lowering tariffs (See Tariffs...)

Documentary Requirements, I.C.C. proposal
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- European Coal and Steel Community
- Financial Statement for 1952
- Formalities connected with imports and exports
- Germany, treatment of imports of sardines
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- Greece - imposition of import taxes

- International Co-ordinating Committee for International Commodity Arrangements (ICCICA), nomination of chairman
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- Italy, waiver to permit special customs treatment for Libyan goods
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Pakistan export duty on jute

Panel on Complaints, Appointment and Reference
  - Report on Sardines
  - Report on Special Greek Import Taxes
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  - Report on Belgian Allocations Familiales
Protocols, status of
Protocol, Second, of Rectifications and Modifications
Quantitative import restrictions
(see "Balance-of-payment Restrictions")

Samples and Advertising Material, Convention on
Sanctity of Contracts, Resolution of I.C.C.

Schedules
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- Legal status for Consolidated Schedules
- Status of Schedules

Schuman Plan
(see "European Coal and Steel Community")

Special Exchange Agreements
South Africa - Southern Rhodesia Customs Union

Tariffs, Council of Europe proposals for lowering,
Tariff levels: French proposals for general reduction of,
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United Kingdom purchase tax
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United States - increased duty on figs
United States - subsidy on exports of sultanas
United States - restrictions on import of dairy products

Valuation for Customs Purposes, I.C.C. proposal